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AN IMPRINT OF
SCHOLASTIC
Chapter 1
The Secret Meeting

by George and Harold
Early one morning at the cop station...

Dog Man was being very obnoxious.

Hey!

Stop it, Dog Man! Let go!!!

CUT IT OUT!!

Hey, what's this?

Chief's Birthday
Chief’s birthday is TODAY!!!

Let’s have a Party!

We can all help plan it!!!

CALLING ALL COPS!

I’ll make a card! I’ll bake a cake! We’ll do the decorations!!!

and so...
Now all we need is presents!

What should we get him?

Hmmm... Chief is always forgetting stuff.

I know! Let's get him these "brain Dots" to make him smarter!

Good thinking!!! What else?

Hmmm...
I know! Chief is very lonely.

Hey! Let's get him a pet to keep him company.

What kind of pet?

How about a fish?

Good idea! Fish are awesome pets.

...and they aren't filthy and obnoxious like dogs.
OK, it's settled!

Dog Man, I'm putting you in charge of buying a fish!

But remember, don't buy a dead one!

Chief does not like to roll around in dead fish.

Only you like that!

So don't buy a dead one!!!
Hey, we gotta hurry! Chief will be back in two minutes!

Who wants to go to the pet store?

Who wants to buy a fish?

Who’s a good fish buyer???

Dog Man got so excited...

...he flipped!
Introducing FLIPO
Be A FLIP MASTER!

Flip-o-rama is easy if you know the rules:
Flip it, don't rip it!

A haiku by Dog Man.

犬男
D-RAMA
Here’s How it Works:

**STEP 1:**
First, place your left hand inside the dotted lines marked “Left hand here”. Hold the book open flat!

**STEP 2:**
Grasp the right-hand page with your thumb and index finger (inside the dotted lines marked “Right Thumb Here”).

**STEP 3:**
Now quickly flip the right-hand page back and forth until the picture appears to be animated.

(for extra fun, try adding your own sound-effects!)
Remember,
while you are flipping,
be sure you can see
the images on page 25
AND the images on page 27.

If you flip quickly,
the pictures will
start to look like
one Animated cartoon!

Don’t forget to add your own sound-effects!
Who wants to go to the pet store?

Who wants to buy a fish?

Don't buy a dead one!
Who wants to go to the pet store?

Who wants to buy a fish?

Don’t buy a dead one!
GO GET THE Fish!!!

Oh, hi Dog M-

Hey!

ZOOM

DOG MAN!!!

KLUNK